Health & Wellness Resources
Resilience, Perseverance and Steadiness. This is how we will get through this!

STOP! and watch this visual breathing guide to relax and reset. You can do breathing
exercises anywhere, at any time. Try it now! Take a deep, slow breath and exhale – and repeat
the process one more time.

TAKE A REST and learn about the importance of self-care:
Self-Care for Essential Workers on the Frontlines of COVID-19
There are ways to protect yourself from the mental and emotional impact of COVID-19 trauma.
Here are a few tips from the Mental Health First Aid Curriculum and National Council for
Behavioral Health, member Jefferson Center for Mental Health.
1. Give yourself credit.
You’re going to work, probably with an increased workload. You may be interacting with
the public. Your household income may have shrunk. No matter how stressed you are,

your emotions are valid and natural. Acknowledging this is an important component of
maintaining your mental wellness.
2. Go back to basics: eat, sleep, move.
Take care of your body, but be realistic. If you can’t fit in eight hours of sleep in a row,
try power naps (15-20 minutes) to recharge. Try to eat as healthfully as you can. Try to
move, because movement helps mitigate the effects of stress hormones.
3. Tackle stressors one at a time.
What can you do — directly or indirectly — to deal with your stressors? Can you reduce
the amount of news you consume? Can you sleep more? Can you give yourself
permission to simply do the best you can?
4. Ask for help.
If you are experiencing overwhelming feelings of anxiety or depression, don’t be afraid
to ask for help. Your employer may have resources, such as a Job Retention Service
(JRS), to help you cope with the current situation, so talk to your supervisor about
what’s available.
5. Be kind to yourself.
What makes you feel good? Do you like to read, to exercise, to journal? Find your
“things” and make a few minutes for them. Focus on what you need to get through
today rather than exploring the “what-if” rabbit hole. And remind yourself: Your work
matters. You are helping people every day!

TAKE 5 minutes and download COVID Coach, a free wellness app designed by the Veteran
Affair’s National Center for PTSD.

IF YOU CAN TAKE 5, consider checking out this 30 Days of Mindfulness Challenge from
Headspace.

TAKE TIME OUT, PAUSE AND RELAX: YOU DESERVE IT!
What you think you become. What you feel you attract. What you imagine, you create. -Buddha
https://www.facebook.com/powerofpositivity/videos/10155575948392371/
Max Strom’s: 30 minutes Inner Axis Practice: Interdisciplinary system, Inner Axis, deals
directly with sleeplessness, stress, and anxiety and produces a level of fitness that makes
you feel better, sleep better, and therefore function at a higher level in your relationships
and your life-work.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlB6rH8bcVk
Physical Health: How it affects your mental health...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbjry40AIN8&feature=youtu.be
Greenville Yoga provides a warm community gathering place that allows you to slow
down and take time for self-care. We host wonderful teachers who have a depth of
knowledge and years of experience; creating a safe place of healing, open to all.
Greenvilleyoga.com
ALL CLASSES ARE BEING VIEWED THROUGH ZOOM
Exercise Videos:
o Push ups
o Squats for beginners
o Planks
o Desk Exercises

Free tools to support the mental health and resilience of all nurses through the
ANA Well-Being Initiative
•

Feeling stressed?
Answer 10 quick questions to check in with yourself and get suggestions for resources to
help.

•

Check out the MoodFit App
For reminders and resources on self-care during times of stress.

•

Check out the Happy App
For nurses who want to talk with a supportive person, the Happy app provides free
24/7, one-on-one conversations with Support Giver team members from the comfort
and privacy of your home. You talk and they listen - with open ears and zero judgment.
First calls for all nurses are complimentary (made possible by the American Nurses
Foundation).

•

Nurses Together: Connecting Through Conversations
There is huge value in talking with people undergoing similar experiences during times
of crisis. Please join us for facilitated, nurse-to-nurse video calls that provide a safe
space to talk openly about self-care and wellness, recovery and resilience, care
dilemmas, bereavement, and more. See the schedule and register for upcoming
conversations here.

•

Narrative Expressive Writing
Help process your experiences related to COVID-19 with this five-week guided Narrative
Expressive Writing program. Participants are invited to respond anonymously to weekly
prompts that are reviewed and responded to by trained professionals. Sign up to
participate here.

•

Mental Health Support Services
Looking for help and not sure where to start? Use this Nurses’ Guide to Mental Health
Support Services to better understand what support systems and services are available
to you and how to locate them. From peer support options to easy and anonymous

ways to find a mental health provider, this guide breaks down what you need to know
and do to locate the mental health support that is right for you. You are not alone!
o The following offer free and discounted mental health treatment to nurses:


Coronavirus Online Therapy
Therapists offering short-term, pro-bono or low fee online sessions to
“front line” or “essential” workers (someone who does not have the
privilege to work from home, or “shelter in place”).



Give an Hour
Give an Hour’s Hospital Heroes Program provides six hours of free,
confidential, mental health support to all hospital-based essential
employees in the states of NY, NJ, and CT as well as their loved ones.

Please note that the resources provided above are to be used at your own discretion and when
appropriate under professional guidance.

